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Extreme sports esl

eLessons Released in November 2007 The topic of this week's lesson is extreme sports. One of the greatest ever feats in surfing was achieved by the American 'big wave' pioneer Greg Noll, who rode what is considered to be the biggest wave ever paddled in, in Hawaii on December 4, 1969 I prepared this ppt as a warm-up for a lesson on extreme sports.
It can be used as a 'back to board' game or as a pre-teaching vocabulary. The 'back to board' game goes like this: the class is divided into teams (2, 3 or 4). A student comes and sits on a chair with his-hers back to the board. His teammates need to explain the word so she can guess it. Keep taking the turn, each team gets the same number of words to
guess. My students love these kinds of games. It works with other vocabulary, like warm-up or revision. 1) What is he doing? Put the words in order: He's skateboarding.2) How many flips תוטלס  did he?3) Is he letting go of his motorcycle? Yes, he does. No, he doesn't.4) What are the base jumping from? A hill a mountain a building a house5) What weapon
does the girl use? Put the words in order: She sword. using a6) Where does he slip? Put the words in order: a Han of the building sliding is take down7) Fill in the hole: He ____ afraid of heights.8) What was his top speed? 278 miles per hour 299 miles per hour 300 miles per hour 298 miles per hour9) How do they fly? Put the words in order: They're wearing
wingsuits.10) In what season do they do this sport? winter summer autumn11) What are the tricks doing? Put the words in order: The tricks scooters. does on are12) What is this sport called? Put the words in order: It's wave big called surfing.13) Fill the gap: You've seen a video about _____ Extreme sports are popular across the UK. Not just in the
mountains of Snowdonia or Scotland. But what attracts people to these sports? Is it adventure or danger? People who enjoy fast and dangerous sports, like white-water rafting, are called thrill seekers or adrenaline junkies. I'm at the National Water Sports Centre in Nottingham in the centre of England and this is the white water course. Seven hundred meters
of foaming water with drops or rapids. And the skill is to stay afloat in the rough water. I'm here to meet Pas Blackwell, a white-water rafting expert, and to find out why so many people enjoy the excitement and waste of this extreme sport. Hey, Carmen. Carmen: So this is a specially built course, but you raft on rapids all over the world. What do you think most
about rafting? Beware: I really enjoy being outdoors and on the water. I really enjoy the freedom of just you and nature and I really enjoy the challenge. Carmen: So why do people like dangerous sports?   Beware: I think people like to push themselves - to see how far they can go to really test themselves, against the elements, water and air. Carmen: So are
you an adrenaline junkie? Beware: I don't think of myself as an adrenaline junkie, but I really enjoy the rush of trying to get from top to bottom and get through situations that occur out on the river. ..... In the countryside there are plenty of large open spaces and plenty of extreme sports to choose from. But what are adrenaline junkies doing in the city?
Parkour, also called free running, is becoming popular in London. Parkour started in France. And the idea is to get from one place to another as soon as possible; Jump and climb over what's in the way. So I've come to a parkour class in West London to find out what it's all about. Rebecca Ahmed has been doing parkour for more than a year. So, Rebecca,
why do you like parkour? Rebecca: It's really fun, it's original and it keeps me fit. That's why I'm coming. Need special equipment? Rebecca: Not really, we just use what's around us like steps, railings and trees, but as long as you've got a good pair of trainers, you're fine. Carmen: Is it hard? Rebecca: I wouldn't say it's hard - it's more about the fear. If you're
not afraid, you can do it. I'm not sure I have the balance for parkour. Extreme sports can be dangerous, but they're also lots of fun. Extreme Sports ESL Picture Dictionary Spreadsheet For KidsA picture dictionary and classroom poster ESL printable spreadsheet for children to study and learn extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the
words. Useful for teaching and learning extreme sports vocabulary. Extreme Sports Vocabulary ESL Matching Exercise SpreadsheetA fun matching exercise ESL printable spreadsheet for children to study and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the list below and type the names of the extreme sports vocabulary under the right images. Simple and
practical for teaching and learning the sports that adrenaline seekers do. Extreme Sports ESL Printable Word Search Puzzle SpreadsheetA fun ESL printable word search spreadsheet with images for children to study and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Find and circle the extreme sports vocabulary of the word search puzzle and number the images.
Effective at teaching and learning challenging and dangerous sports. Extreme Sports ESL Printable Crossword SpreadsheetA enjoyable ESL printable crossword spreadsheet with images for children to study and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures and the numbers on them and write their names in the crossword puzzle. Learn, learn,
and review challenging and dangerous sports for adrenaline seekers. Extreme Sports Missing Letters in Words Motion SpreadsheetA fun lacks letters in words printable ESL exercise spreadsheet for children to study and practice extreme sports, challenging dangerous sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures and type the missing letters into words. Extreme
Sports ESL unscramble the words SpreadsheetA enjoyably unscrambling the words ESL printable spreadsheet for children to study and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Unscramble the extreme sports vocabulary and number images. Simple and useful for teaching and learning extreme sports vocabulary. Extreme Sports ESL Printable Flashcards With
WordsA set funny ESL flashcards with words for kids to study and learn extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the words. You can also have them laminated for long-term use. (16 extreme sports vocabulary flashcards with words) Extreme Sports ESL Printable Flashcards Without WordsA set funny ESL flashcards without words for kids
to study and learn extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the words. You can also have them laminated for long-term use. (16 extreme sports vocabulary flashcards without words) Extreme Sports ESL Printable Vocabulary Learning CardsA set of fun esl printable learning cards for children to study and practice extreme sports vocabulary.
Look at the pictures and study the words. You can also have them laminated for long-term use. (One set of 16 extreme sports vocabulary learning cards) Extreme Sports ESL Printable Fidget Spinner Games For KidsA set fun esl printable fidget spinner vocabulary games for kids to study, learn and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Just print them out and
keep the pointers on your fidget spinners. You can also have them laminated for long-term use. An effective game for both small and large groups in the classroom. Extreme Sports ESL Printable Dominoes Games For KidsA fun esl printable domino games for kids to study, learn and practice extreme sports vocabulary. Just print them, cut out domino pieces
from the spreadsheet and play. You can also have them laminated for long-term use. An effective game for both small and large groups in the classroom. (One set of 16 domino pieces) Extreme Sports ESL Printable Multiple Choice Test For KidsA simple and easy ESL printable multiple choice test with images for children to evaluate their knowledge of
extreme sports vocabulary. Look at the pictures, select and circle the right setting. ESL Printable Extreme Sports Vocabulary Spreadsheets, Picture Dictionaries, Matching Exercises, Word Search and Crossword Puzzle, Missing Letters in Words and Unscramble The Words Exercises, Multiple Choice Tests, Flashcards, Vocabulary Learning Cards, ESL
Fidget Spinner and Dominoes Game Skip to contentVelcome to our free extreme sports to give you practice for IB English B, IELTS and CAE exams. This is just one of the many lessons available to enhance your learning so you feel safe when IB English language B, IELTS and CAE exam day arrive. Our lessons are centered around five prescribed themes;
human ingenuity, social organization and sharing of the planet. These themes are featured in reading, writing, speaking and listening parts of the exam. Extreme Sports: Vocabulary PracticeI this lesson, we will practice primarily our vocabulary by learning about extreme sports. There are many types of extreme sports. Answer the questions while watching the
video. Click here to see the printextreme sport is popular across the UK not just in the mountains of Snowdonia or Scotland. But what attracts people to these sports is an adventure or danger? People who enjoy fast and dangerous sports like whitewater rafting are called thrill seekers or adrenaline junkies. I'm at the National Water Sports Centre in
Nottingham in the centre of England and this is the whitewater course. I'm here to meet Blackwell a whitewater rafting expert and to find out why so many people enjoy the excitement and waste of this extreme sport. A: So why do people like dangerous sports? B: I think people like to push themselves see how far they can go to really test themselves against
the elements of water and air. A: So you're an adrenaline junkie? In the countryside there are plenty of large open spaces and plenty of extreme sports to choose from. But what do adrenaline junkies do in the city? Well parkour sometimes called freerunning becomes popular in London. Parkour started in France and the idea is to get from one place to
another as fast as possible to jump and climb over what is in a way. Rebecca Armad has been doing parkour for more than a year. A: So Rebecca why do you like parkour? C: It's really fun. It's original and keeps me in shape, so that's why I'm coming. A: Do you need any special equipment? C: Not really, we just use what's around us like steps, railings and
trees, but as long as you've got a good pair of trainers, you're fine. A: Is it difficult? C: I wouldn't say it's hard. It's more about fear. If you're not afraid, you can do it. A: Extreme sports can be dangerous, but they're also lots of fun. We add activities and exercises regularly on different themes, so why not bookmark our website so you can get back to practice
anywhere or at any time of the day. Here you will find exercises to practice for the different parts of the IB English B exam for either Standard (SL) or Higher Level (HL) papers. Learning English requires not just a good vocabulary, but a strong foundation of English grammar to communicate effectively. Word puzzles require not just a good vocabulary and an
ability for spelling, but the ability to think logically and strategically. Levels Links: This free material is for students of an advanced level of English. This is likely to be suitable for students in their fifth or sixth year of English studies. We add exercises on grammar and vocabulary as well as on a regular regular In addirion, we provide test practice activity for
students preparing for C1 Advanced, which is part of the Cambridge Assessment English main suite as well as English language B for IB Diploma. The material will also support students studying for Cambridge Advanced courses. We also offer free resources across the full range of levels to provide tools to communicate in English well. Elementary | Before
intermediate | Intermediate | Upper intermediate | Advanced Advanced
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